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Fast simulation of buffer overflows in tandem networks of
GZ/GZ/ 1 queues*
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Simply b & w of iheir rarity; theestimation of the statistic8of buffer overflows in
welldimensioned aueueine networks via direct skulation is extr&v costh. One
technique that &be used to reduce this cost is importance samplf&, and it has
been shown previously that Iarge deviations theory on be used in conjunction with
importance sampling to minimize the required simulation time. In this paper,' we
obtain results on the fast simulation of tandem networks of queues, and derive an
analytic solution to the.pmblen-of hding.an optimal simpla~on.systemfor,a class
of tandem networks ofGI/GI/l queues.
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1.

Introduction

In designing telecommunications-networks,we are often interested in determining the rate at which data is lost due to buffe.r overtlows. In general, it is not
possible to eliminate these overfiows in dimensioning the network, but because of
the'hlgh cost of their &xwrence, we.would like to dimension tlie network such
that the rate of data loss is minimized. In order to do this, we need acheap; simple
method for determining this rate.
There are many examples in the literature where imp6ftance:sampling [I] is
applied to rare event problems in telewmmunications (e.g. [2-61.) Of particular
.*work supported by Australian ~eleco&nnications and Electronics Research Board (ATERB).
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interest is [2], where large deviations theory isused in conjunction witb.iniportance
sampling to minimize the simulation , w e ;xquired. These ideas are extended to
queueing networks in [3]. However; lio andytic expression for the parameters of
the simulation system is given. This latter problem has been addressed previously
In applying queueing
for a number of special cases such as Jackson networks [I.
networks to the rnodelipg of practical,systems, it,is often necessary to use more
compli+tedmodels than the M/,M/l queue examined in &e above examples.
The specific case of queues with deterministic service times, which is of great practicd interest for modeling modern fast packet-switching networks, is dealt with in
[8]..I.tbispaper, we look at tpxtem n m o & of GI/GI/1 queues, i.e. q-s
where
the dist$buti~nsofinter ariival and d u a l service times, are essentially a r b i t r e
except that successive inter arrival t@es &independent, is are successive service
times. An analytic expression is derived for the sithulation system for a particular
subclass of such networks.
Section 2 introduces the idea of importance sampling, and the concept of
&ng
speedup. The major results of 131 as they apply to this paper are
summarized in section 3. Section 4 presents a number of lemmas necessary for
the construction of an optimal simulation system for a tandem network of
GI/GZjZ queues, which is carried out in section.5.

2.

Importance sampling

The idea in importance sampling is as follows. Suppose that weare interested
in certain (rare) events in a system S that we can simulate on a digital computer.
Instead of simulating:S, we simulate a second system 3, which has the property
that the events in Sand S correspond in some way. In particular, to the rare events
A in S correspond events A in 8 (which may be the same as the events A). The
correspondence is such that
(1)
(2)

the events A in S are more frequent than the events A in S, and
tbe connection between Sand Sallows one to infer P(A) if one knows P(2).
(p@)is the probability of the event A in g.)

The problem of finding the best system to use in importance gamp.ling -.be
posed as an.opth@ion problem as fqllows. &et A be a rare event for a system S,
with (Y = P(A) < 1. For a direct Monte Carlo simulation involving n independent
experiment&we could estimate cr via:

where the wi are the i.i.d. outcomes of the experiments. The variance of L+,,.is easily

a systems,
A l t h a e y , consider a probability.measureP associated
with P absoliifeIy continuous &th reip&t. to P,such thit the same k-ient space4
apply for S and 3. Using S we can obtain a second estimate

:whereL = dP/dP andthe 3; are the i.i.d. outcomes of n'experiments uihg S..The
quantity dP/dP is known as the likelihood ratio, or Radon-Nikodym derivative.
The variance of & is different to'(23, and is obtainable as

We want the estimate of & to be'as accurateas possible. Therefore, we-wantto
replace the probabilities of alI,events in S.to-new oues:im ,%.(whichhas.the same
went space) 80 that the variance

is

' %
[Z].I
Let Vk = ltw, , A

' '

ocovrs in trial

Then in our original system S we have:
\

Let Lk denoti the likelihood ratio dP/dP during trial k, i.e. the ratio of the probabilities of the trajectories under the measares P and I' in S and S. We observe
.that the Lk are i.i.d. and

Hence, if we simulate system&forp trials, andif Sis chosen so that Lkis known
for each event, or at least those for e c h Vki s non-'zero,then from (3, it' is clear
that we can estimate theprobability of the event A, & vi&

:
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Given a system Sminimizing (cT*)~,we can use (8) to h d t h e estimate of a for
the original system S from (much faster) simulation performed on $.
Now we have not yet suggested how-the system S might be chosen in
order to ensure that a p o d speedup is obtained, or better still, to maximize this
speedup,. i.e. qinimizing (o*)* in (5). In many ways, we have replaced one
ditscult problem (finding the probability of over'flow) . k t h another (finding S
given S).

5

Fast simulafionof networks of Gl/GI/l queues

We consider a general open network of GZ/GZ/l queues. For a network of
queues, cal1:acycle'a piece 0f.a trajectory.starting at the zero state and terminating
o n the first - occasion-when 'either the total umber of customers in the network
exceeds some value (say.N);or the state equals zero again. Call a cycle that
terminates with the system in the empty state a cycle of the first kind, and one
+at terminates with the number of customers in the network greater than N a cycle
of the second kind. Let d be the number of queues in the network, Xibe the rate of
external arrivals at queue i, yi be the total arrival rate at queue i,pi be the virtual
semice.rate at. queue i, pij be the routing probability from queue i to. queue j and
piij be the probability that a cvstomer leaving queue i leaves the network. We .will
assume that all queues are stable in the sense that y, c: h,Vi.. AU .the parameters
of the system S (i.e. yi, Xi, pi and pi]) are assumed constant. These parameters of
the system satisfy the tra#ic equations:

and the routing probabilities satisfy:

Suppose a:is the probability that acycleends ina b a e r overflow, i.e. that it is
of the secondlund. There is a relation between a: and an optimal simulation system
$(A:, p:,y:,p:f), which is structurally the same as 5, and is obtained from S by
varying its parameters Gom Xi, fli, yi, pij to A:, pi, "I;, plf, and which is used for
estimating (Y by simulation. Using a similar heuristic justification to that presented
in the previous section, it is argued in [3] that the parameters for an optimal
simulation system 9 (&p:,"l;,p;,) can be found as the arguments achieving
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minimization in the foIlowing large-deviations approximation1 for a:
d

a-exp(-N

inf

A;sfi;3q;s~;R [i=l$

d

~ h A , ( ~ i-I) + ~ p ~ h p ,i=1~ ) + ~ ~ ( l ; ' , f i ~ ) & ] ) i

where

where h x , ( . )is the Cramir transform [9]of the distribution of the external inter
arrival times at queue i, and h,,(.) is the Cram& transform of the distribution of
the virtual service times at queue i.
The idmum is subject to the following constraints:

'>O

1144

OSP;,<.~,

(14b)

~ ~ 1 ~ 1 7 79 ,

>

fpr at.least one i,

(I&)

We will use the symbols 77, g,p; and& to denote the optimal values of the
7,!,
A:, pi andp! re ectively. It has beenargued [Z,31 that if the system Sdefked by
the.parameteq'I*
.yc,Sq
A,, Ir; ,andp;iisused.toperfoqn.simulatiqn, then this simulation
.is asymptotically optimal as N becomes large. In the next section, we will perfqm
the mhimhtion for a tandem network of GI/GI/1 queues using the method of
Lagrange multipliers to satisfy the equality constraints.
This approximationisquite crude, and is not of practical use for eshinating a. However, arguments
$,p;) v+l be mRaI in estimating the statistics via
simulation, even though the system generated dl1 only bc appraximately optimaL
associated with the minimization &e. Xi, pi.
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4.

Technical Iemmas
In this section, we state and prove a number of l e v that will be used later

in this paper.
LEMMA 1

Consider the problem of the previous section, in which the network under
consideration is a tandem network of queues. For convenience, we assume.that
the queues are arranged with increasing numbers from left to r@t, .so that a customer leaving one queue will enter the queue immediately to its right. The formula
,413) for R can be written

where M is the unstable queue with the highest index, for the particular values of A:,
~~,...,p~chosen2.

Let k be the index of the le'ftmost unstable que* in the simulation system.
Then it is clear that
7&= A;,

(16)

since the average rate of custome~s1eaving.aqueue is the minimum of its arrivaland
virtual service rates. S i a r l y , Iet i be a queue that is unstable, and letj be the index
of the first queue to the right of queue i that is also unstable. Then we have
I

7j = Pi.

Because of this,

where M is the index of therightmost unstable queue. Then, com@nhg theabove
statements, We'must have

U

'This makes queue M the rightmost unstable queue.
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LEMMA 2
p'

Using the same notation as above, for given h,(;), thereis a unique value of
that solves

Consider the function

for which

which is less than zero for all x > 0.It follows that g(x) can have at most one zero in
x > 0. By the properties of the Cramk transform, x = p-' is one such value, i.e. the
...
p' = pis the only solution.
CJ
LEMMA 3

.

-

Let F( ) and G( ) be two probability distributions related by

T h e their C1am8r transforms hp( ) and

.

( ) are related by

~ G ( Y=)h~(au+b).

'l'he Laplace transform of F(-) is givenby:

and its Crambr transform by
~ F ( Y=
) sup [SY
sER

- logM~(s)l.

(24)
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The Laplaq transform of G ( .) is given by

and its Cramir transform by

+

.= h*(w b).
LEMMA 4

Consider a single GZ/GI/l queue with average arrival rate X and aveiage
virtual service rate p; and Iet the 'average anival and v i r t d &i-vice rates in the
fast simulation system to be A* and P* respectively. Then

Proof
Let A*, p* be the values of A' and p' achieving the intimum in themini&tion problem, obtained when the setup of section 3 is specialized to a single
queue. It can be shown that the minimum satisfies [3]:

(This can also be established from (ll).) The values of A* and fi' satisfying these
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equations are the avera'ge arrival and service rates for the optimal simulation
system.
. .. In (32), h A ( . )is the Cram& transform of the diiribution- of inter arrival
times. This distribution has hean 1/X. !NOW, the left hand side. of (32) is nonnegative, since the Cram61 transform is non-negative for all values of its argument
[9].Therefore, the right hand side must also be non-negative. The constraint
(14~)in conjunction with (11) means that A* >pa. Hence, applying a known
convexity property ofthe C r a d r transfom[g] gives A* 2 A. S i e l y , we canshow
-*
p.-.s,p.
5.

Tandem network of GI/GI/l queues

For a tandemnetwork of d GI/GI/l queues, the cost f d o n Hthat we must
m i n b h to find the optimal sirnulatiomsystem is:

where

The minimization is.to.be performed subject to the constraint

-I: >

far at least one i.

(36)

These equations are obtained from (11) by eliminating the routing probabilities p,, and the external arrival streams at all queues other than the k t (i.e.
the leftmost) queue, and letting A1 be the external arrival rate at queue 1.
Using lemma 1, we can rewrite (34) as

where M is the index of the rightmost unstable queue in the simulation system;
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will be achieved where the.p&id derivatives o f H arezero:

Therefore, by lemma 2, (38b) impliesthat forj # M, pz .= p,. We q n o w left with
two problems that must be solved to find the optimal simulation system:
(1)

(2j

to h d the value of M that is optimal;
given M, to 6nd.the V&S of A; ma ,p&.

CalnJarion of A: and p& givm M

Given M,and the fact that the optimal value of pi is Clf = /li for i # M, the
optimization problem of (11) reduces to that which arises for the caie of an isolated
GI/GI/l queue. Thishas been solved previously [3]. Hence A; and p& are the unique
solution of

with A; > XI a d p& .>e ~ .
In otlier words, if M is known, the paraineteis of the optimal simulation
system can bd calculakd analytically.
Calculation of

M

In the general case, we.cannot offer an analytic solution to the problem of
finding M, and a num&cal solution m u i be foiuid. We note that, at worst, this
involves a search over d possible values of M. However, in an important class of

problepys, a simp]e,apaly& sglution does exist.
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.

(1)

(2)

Assunie.there exists afuncti6n:hc(. , ) with the properties that
for specific va&s 01the first argumtnr, it interpob&s the .Garnertransform
h,,(-) by
hc(~ii,..)
= h,(.);
(41)
it i s differentiablewith respect to its Erst argument, and

for all p E [mini(pi),mity(p,)] and pt < fi.
Observe now, using (38b) that

We now wish to minimize Hwith respect to M,A; and&. Clearly, ssinceh&, .)is
an increasing
- function of its %st parameter, we must choose this to be as small as
possible, i.e.

In other words, M is the index of the queue with the smallest sedce rate, i.e. the
most heavily loaded queue. The v-s
of X i and p> can now be found using the
procedure described above.
Further, we note that because the optimktion problem soIved for the
tandem network is the same as that solved for the isolated GI/GI/l queue, lemma
4,requires p& 5 p ~ Sin.
pw is the smallest of the service rates, we have that
~ M + I= p& <.pM < pM+l.=.pb+l.In other words, the arrival rate at queue
M j - 1 is less than its virtual service rate in the simglati.on.system. Noting that
fi; = pf for .i # M, and that this implies that h,,(l/&) = 0 for i # M [TI,and
applying the above argument to each,queue to the right of queue M in sequence,
we are guaranteed that no queue to the right of queue M is unstable in the
simulation system, i.e. 7: i>; f o all
~ i >'M.
Two examples that fit this prescription are:
(1) Where the distribution (&(.) at:queue i ) of the rate of virtual services can be
expressed in the form
for alI 1 5 i

< dj and some-F( .) and positive constants;al.

.21.8
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Let p be thet?* associated with.P(x)and piatherate associated with
&(x).Also, let h( be the Cramir transform ofF(.) and h,,(.) the Cram&
transform of q(.):'Then by.le&a'3
a)

Let at =

We c& d e h e lic (

.,.) as

We observe also that

.

Then .the derivative of hc(., ) with respect to i t s frst parameter can be
found via:

(2)

which is positive for pi < bt, by the propeiries of the Cram6r transform [9].
This form applies where the difference between the distributions of the
v i d service timesat the queuesin the network isiiiply a time scaling. This
may be relevant where a number of identical servers are connected in parallel
to provide i*askd
service capacity at particular queues.
#ere the distributidn of the rate of virtual services can be'expressed in the
form

.

for all 1 I i I d, and some P( ) and constantsbi.Applying an argument very
similar to that in the previous example, it can be shown that this case fits the
above assumptions concerning the existence of hc(. ,.)..
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This form corresponds to the case where the s e ~ c times:.at,
e
each
queue in the network have the same distributions, except for a different
constant delay at w.h node.
b,both of.these cases, as would be expec.@d from the above result,
optimal solution involves .changing the. external arrival. rate and the virtual
service rate at the most heavily 1oaded.queue;i;e. the aueue with'the smallest service
rate.
y optimal
An exampre of a network for which we can calculate ~ d y t i g ,the
simulation system is a tanaem network of MIDI1 queues: The parameters of the
originaland optimal simulation.systems f0r.a number ofsu& networks,are.shown
in table I. In this particular example, all the virtual service rates remiaiaunchanged
in the simulation system, includingthat at n0de.M; only ,@erateof'exterhal arrivals
(A1) is takes a different value in the 'simulation systeni.
6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how the results of [3] can be used to 6nd an
optimal importance sampIing simulation system for a class of tandem networks
of GIIGII1 queues, without the need for a numerical minimization. In this
process, we have derived some results that are applicable to the generation of a
fast simulation system for an arbitrary tandem network of GI/GZ/l queues. In
particular, we have shown that in the fast simulation system, the service distribution is different from that in the original system for only one queue in the
network.
Further work is required to extend these results to arbitrary networks of
GI/GI/l queues. The principal added difficulty in the general case comes from the
presence of the routing probabilities in the cost function to be minimized in finding
the optimal simulation system, especially where there is feedback around the queue
that dominates the overflow statistics.
Table 1
Optimal simulation systems for a number of
tandem nehvorks of MIDI1 queues.

XI

PI

ILZ

Xi

P;

14
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